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Carl Impey,
a passion
for light
For 20 years, Carl Impey
has been the lighting
designer of the new
productions proposed to
passengers by shipowner
Costa Crociere. In a
pleasant interview, he
told us about his
professional adventure,
style, aesthetic choices
and naturally, about his…
bright projects for the
future.
“When I am in the control booth before a performance and we are ready and we start turning down
the lights…well, that is a beautiful moment. Even though the performance has been broken in and
already presented several times, from that point on, there is always that moment of indetermination
and excitement created by doing things “live”. The performance requires being 100% present – there,
with the actors and in front of the audience. It’s a moment when adrenaline runs high, like diving off a
very high cliff.” This is the sensation of going on stage, according to Carl Impey, it’s the main reason,
along with the opportunity for him to create, which has kept him in the world of show business for so
many years. He spoke about all of these aspects during a long and interesting interview at his
office/workshop at Costa Crociere (where he has been working for 20 years).

On top, Carl Impey.
Down, some shows Carl Impey
"lighted" for Costa Crociere.
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South-African Impey (who has a degree in
literature and is an enthusiast in general of
performance and culture) started in the industry
out of passion and curiosity and ended up in the
world of lighting design on a “flash” of
inspiration. The creative aspect is very important
to him and Costa Crociere has always given him
ample space for his ideas, so much so that
today he is responsible for having put together
over 100 lighting projects. This curious
experimenter alternates this job and freelancing
around the world.
Impey creates the lighting projects for Costa
Crociere’s new productions, defines the theatre
equipment on the ships, takes care of the
architectural lighting and puts together teams of
technicians who will provide assistance during
the cruises. He is a supporter of the brand SGM
because of its reliability, which he says is
“incomparable in terms of quality and price”, and
which he discovered thanks to Marco Medica,
owner of Audio Effetti.

During the production phase, I find inspiration for
my projects in the music and the choreography
of the performances being produced: I now know
the style of the choreography, and this helps me
find the right effects for the various moments in
the show. I have created my own style over time,
consisting of colours, fast changes and rhythm,
one that is able to meet the tastes of a
heterogeneous audience from different countries
with different sensitivity in terms of aesthetics
and music.
I have also found space for architectural projects
at Costa, for example in the halls or large
common areas of the ships.

Are you equally satisfied by live performances
and architectural projects?
KI – There isn’t the same adrenaline in
architectural lighting as there is with
performances, but I enjoy redefining spaces
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Light scheme designed by Carl Impey for the
Favolosa cruising ship, and the rendering of the
stage. Carl used the Cast-Soft visualization
software WYSIWYG, that allows to test different
instruments for luminosity, lens type etc. before
the installation.

KI – I have stayed with Costa for a long time
because it has always given me the space to
create freely. Moreover, I know the situation and
the audience – not to mention the pleasantness
of the positive Italian work environment in which
I find I am able to use my creativity by inventing
a solution even when it appears there isn’t one.
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through lighting. For example, we studied the
way to create different ambience colouring using
LEDs based on the time of day, to give
passengers the impression of always finding
themselves in a different area. I normally plan for
eight ambiences plus a series of scenarios for
specific uses, such as for small concerts
organised in the common areas. It’s a bit like
dressing a place, being an artist, colours being
my tools…a new challenge I find satisfying.

You also look after the technical equipment for
the performances…
KI – Yes, we have a budget we have to stay
within, used for the different brands and
equipment. Standard equipment includes some
96 dimmers (2.5 kW each), between 60 to 80
incandescent floodlights including spotlights and
PC spots (always equipped with a colour
scroller), 30-40 scanners and moving head
lights, as well as some strobe lights, smoke
machines, confetti machines and media servers
for video, etc. However lately the scrollers have
been causing problems; thanks to Audio Effetti
we found a 575 discharge lamp by SGM with
CMY electronic colour changing – a true mule in
terms of reliability and durability, a simple
machine that never causes problems and
operates under all conditions..
Do you prefer any brands?
KI – Lately we have purchased lots of SGM
material for the same reason: to the detriment of
other brands, SGM has resistant, simple, easyto-use spotlights requiring very little
maintenance - and spare parts are easy to find
too. And we rarely need spare parts, because
Audio Effetti has always provided impeccable
assistance.
What is the relationship with Audio Effetti?
KI – Audio Effetti distributes SGM. We have
become familiar with this brand thanks to the
helpfulness of Marco Medica. He introduced and
let us try equipment which was very useful later,
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such as SGM’s 575 discharge lamp CMY
electronic colour changing, which resolved many
reliability problems for us, or the moving heads
offering an excellent quality-price ratio as a
result of the colours produced, reliability and
simplicity of use. I must admit Audio Effetti does
more than simply take care of distribution: it
shows us the latest developments and is quick to
provide spare parts…few provide such great
assistance and advice. And that is really
important for us because the material has to be
impeccable once we are at sea - we can’t bring
numerous spare parts for all unexpected
circumstances! For example, when an electrical
surge damaged nine moving heads, Marco
replaced them immediately at no extra charge.
And offers need to be updated too. Lengthy
manufacturing periods - even 2-3 years - may
transpire from when an order is placed to when
the equipment is assembled and in the
meantime, the equipment is taken out of
production or price lists may change…Marco has
always been willing to work out an agreement.

